Abstract: A computational model of the mammalian spinal cord circuitry incorporating a two-level central pattern generator (CPG) with separate half-center rhythm generator (RG) and pattern formation (PF) networks is reviewed. The model consists of interacting populations of interneurons and motoneurons described in the Hodgkin-Huxley style. Locomotor rhythm generation is based on a combination of intrinsic (persistent sodium current dependent) properties of excitatory RG neurons and reciprocal inhibition between the two half-centers comprising the RG. The two-level architecture of the CPG was suggested from an analysis of deletions (spontaneous omissions of activity) and the effects of afferent stimulation on the locomotor pattern and rhythm observed during fictive locomotion in the cat. The RG controls the activity of the PF network that in turn defines the rhythmic pattern of motoneuron activity. The model produces realistic firing patterns of two antagonist motoneuron populations and generates locomotor oscillations encompassing the range of cycle periods and phase durations observed during cat locomotion. A number of features of the real CPG operation can be reproduced with separate RG and PF networks, which would be difficult if not impossible to demonstrate with a classical single-level CPG. The two-level architecture allows the CPG to maintain the phase of locomotor oscillations and cycle timing during deletions and during sensory stimulation. The model provides a basis for functional identification of spinal interneurons involved in generation and control of the locomotor pattern.
Introduction
Well co-ordinated locomotor activity can be evoked in the mammalian spinal cord in the absence of input from higher brain centers (e.g., in spinalized animals) and rhythmic sensory feedback following neuromuscular blockade, i.e., during fictive locomotion (see Grillner, 1981; Rossignol, 1996; Orlovsky et al., 1999) . Such observations have provided evidence for the existence of a central pattern generator (CPG) that generates the locomotor rhythm and pattern of motoneuron activity (Graham Brown, 1914 ). There appears to be one CPG controlling each limb (see Yamaguchi, 2004; Zehr and Duysens, 2004) since there can be independent rates of left and right stepping in the legs of man (Dietz, 2003; Yang et al., 2004) and in spinal cats (e.g., Forssberg et al., 1980) . Cats can also step with independent rates between the fore and hind limbs (Akay et al., 2006) . The spinal cord also contains circuitry for inter-limb coordination, since coordinated stepping between the fore and the hind limbs is seen in animals with a spinal transection at upper cervical levels (Miller and van der Meche, 1976) and gaits remain matched and coordinated in the hind limbs of cats spinalized at mid-thoracic levels when walking on a treadmill (Forssberg et al., 1980) . The first conceptual scheme of the mammalian locomotor CPG responsible for alternating rhythmic extensor and flexor activity was based on a half-center concept (Graham Brown, 1914) . According to the classical half-center architecture and its elaboration by Lundberg and colleagues (see Lundberg, 1981) , the locomotor rhythm and the alternating activation of flexor and extensor motoneurons within a limb are produced by a single network consisting of two populations of excitatory interneurons (called the flexor and extensor half-centers) coupled together by reciprocal inhibitory connections such that activity in one halfcenter inhibits activity in the other. The interplay between tonic excitation of the two half-centers, a fatigue process reducing half-center activity over time, and the reciprocal inhibition between the half-centers results in rhythmic alternating activation of flexor and extensor motoneurons. The advantages of the half-center CPG organization include its relative simplicity and the strict alternation and coupling of flexor and extensor activities. This simple half-center architecture, however, is unable to account for a number of observations including the variety of motoneuron firing patterns observed during locomotion (e.g., Grillner, 1981; Stein and Smith, 1997) .
The objective of the present study was to develop a computational model of the neural circuitry in the spinal cord that could provide predictions about the organization of the locomotor CPG and the interactions between the CPG and reflex circuits. We wished to create a model that could reproduce and provide explanations for a series of observations obtained in decerebrate adult cats during fictive locomotion induced by continuous electrical stimulation of the brainstem midbrain locomotor region (MLR) following neuromuscular blockade. One advantage of this preparation is that locomotor activity occurs without descending cortical influences, rhythmic sensory feedback, or the effects of systemic drug administration. Furthermore, the use of an adult preparation avoids developmental issues associated with an immature central and peripheral nervous system. Importantly, the pattern of motoneuron activities recorded in the decerebrate, immobilized cat during fictive locomotion is similar to that in intact preparations (Rossignol, 1996) . Our intention was to develop a model in which a variety of simulations could be directly compared to data obtained during fictive locomotion in our laboratory. The simulations to be discussed were limited to creating locomotor-like activity in ''pure'' flexor and extensor motoneurons. The complex activity of motoneurons innervating muscles spanning more than one joint (bifunctional) is not considered here.
The role of intrinsic neuronal properties and reciprocal inhibition in rhythm generation
The major difficulty in developing a realistic CPG model is that the intrinsic and network mechanisms involved in the generation of the mammalian locomotor rhythm remain largely unknown. It is not yet possible to explicitly model the exact mechanisms operating in the mammalian spinal rhythm generator (RG). Therefore, our approach was to use the available data on spinal CPG operation and to incorporate rhythmogenic mechanisms operating in other mammalian CPGs and vertebrate motor systems. Our goal was to reproduce experimentally observed patterns of motoneuron activity recorded in the cat and their alteration under different conditions. At a minimum the model should be able to generate the locomotor rhythm and reproduce the following characteristics of fictive locomotion: (1) Tonic excitatory drive to the CPG (e.g., excitation mimicking that produced by tonic stimulation of the MLR) should evoke rhythmic activity with two alternating phases (''flexion'' and ''extension'') coupled without intervening quiescent periods.
(2) Increasing tonic (MLR) drive to the RG should result in a faster locomotor cadence. (3) Drive-evoked oscillations must encompass the range of step cycle periods and flexor and 236 extensor phase durations observed during fictive locomotion. (4) In the absence of MLR drive, an increase in the excitability of CPG neurons should produce slow locomotor-like activity similar to that evoked by systemic L-DOPA administration in cats. (5) Blocking synaptic inhibition should result in spontaneous synchronized oscillations of flexors and extensors.
There is indirect evidence for the involvement of the persistent (or slowly inactivating) sodium current, I NaP , in rhythmogenesis in different motor systems. For example, this current was shown to play a critical role in respiratory rhythm generation in the pre-Bo¨tzinger complex in vitro and under certain conditions, in vivo (Smith et al., 2000; Rybak et al., 2003 Rybak et al., , 2004 Paton et al., 2006) . Persistent sodium currents have been found in spinal interneurons and motoneurons (e.g., Lee and Heckman, 2001; Darbon et al., 2004; Brocard et al., 2006; Dai and Jordan, 2006; Streit et al., 2006; Theiss et al., 2007) , and its blockade (e.g., by riluzole) abolishes the intrinsic cellular oscillations and rhythm generation in cultured rat spinal cord neurons (Darbon et al., 2004; Streit et al., 2006) as well as the NMDA-and 5-HT-evoked fictive locomotor rhythm in the neonatal mouse spinal cord (Zhong et al., 2006) . Based on this indirect evidence, we hypothesized that I NaP plays an essential role in the generation of locomotor oscillations in the mammalian spinal cord and incorporated an I NaP -dependent intrinsic oscillatory mechanism in our model of locomotor rhythm generation (Rybak et al., 2006a) . Figure 1A shows the schematic of the spinal locomotor RG implemented in our model. The RG contains a homogenous population of excitatory neurons with intrinsic I NaP -dependent rhythmogenic properties. This homogenous population is subdivided into two half-centers (RG-E and RG-F populations) with excitatory synaptic connections within and between the half-centers. These half-centers reciprocally inhibit each other via corresponding inhibitory interneuron populations (Inrg-E and Inrg-F, see Fig. 1A ). Each population in the model contains 20 neurons described as single-compartment, Hodgkin-Huxley type neuron models. Each neuron contains only a minimum set of ionic channels: fast sodium, potassium rectifier, and leakage channels. The excitatory RG and PF neurons also contain the persistent (slowly inactivating) I NaP sodium current. Because voltageand time-dependent kinetics of activation and inactivation of fast sodium and potassium rectifier channels in mammalian spinal neurons have not been experimentally characterized, generic descriptions of these channels (from Booth et al., 1997) were used in the model. The kinetics of the NaP channel was adapted from previous computational models of neurons in the medullary pre-Bo¨tzinger complex (Butera et al., 1999a, b; Rybak et al., 2003 Rybak et al., , 2004 . The conductance of the NaP channel is characterized by a slow inactivation and is described as the product of three variables: the channel maximum conductance (g NaP ), the voltage-and time-dependent activation (m NaP ), and inactivation (h NaP ). The heterogeneity of neurons within each population was set by a random distribution of neuronal parameters and initial conditions. A full description of the model may be found in Rybak et al. (2006a) . Figure 1B illustrates the results of simulation of MLR-evoked locomotor rhythm in our model. The top three traces show, respectively: the histogram of average neuron activity in the RG-F population, the membrane potential trajectory of one neuron in this population, and the change in the inactivation variable for the NaP channel (h NaP ) in the same neuron. The next three traces show the same variables for the RG-E population. Locomotor oscillations in the model are initiated and maintained by a constant excitatory (MLR) drive to both RG populations. This drive is sufficient to depolarize the neurons of the excitatory populations to exceed the threshold for activation of the fast sodium current and to maintain spiking activity even if the persistent sodium current I NaP becomes fully inactivated. In neurons of the currently active RG population, I NaP progressively decreases with time because of the falling h NaP (see third and sixth traces in Fig. 1B ). The reduction in I NaP reduces neuronal firing rate and population activity during the burst (see first and fourth traces), but activity remains sufficient to maintain inhibition of the antagonist RG population via the corresponding Inrg population (Fig. 1B , two bottom traces).
At the same time, in neurons of the inhibited RG population (i.e., during the ''off'' phase of the locomotor cycle) I NaP activation threshold progressively decreases (i.e., h NaP increases). At some point I NaP becomes activated and neuronal firing is initiated. Recurrent excitation within the half-center (see Fig. 1A ) synchronizes the onset of firing in the population. The maximal activation of Step-cycle period monotonically increases with an increase in mutual inhibition between the RG populations. Mutual inhibition was increased (see abscissa) by an increase in the weight of inhibitory synaptic input from Inrg-E and Inrg-F to their respective targets. (C3) T monotonically decreases with an increase of the maximal conductance of persistent sodium (NaP) channels in RG neurons (g NaP ). (C4) Increasing the time constant for NaP channel inactivation (t maxNaP ) causes a linear increase in T. The dots in C2-C4 and the heavy line in C1 indicate values of these parameters used for most simulations.
both the fast and the persistent sodium currents results in a high level of RG population activity with the onset of firing. This vigorous activity excites the corresponding Inrg population, which in turn inhibits the previously active (opposite) RG population. Repetition of these processes produces alternating bursts of firing in the RG-E and RG-F populations. In summary, the onset of firing bursts in our model is determined mostly by the activation of the intrinsic excitatory mechanism (I NaP ), whereas burst termination is determined by reciprocal inhibition. As a result, the cycle period (T) depends on the external (MLR) drive to RG halfcenters, the reciprocal inhibition between them, and the intrinsic characteristics of NaP channels in RG neurons.
The effects of altering these parameters on cycle period (T) are shown in Figs. 1C1-C4. Consistent with the cat fictive locomotor preparation (Sirota and Shik, 1973) , T decreases monotonically with increasing MLR drive (see Fig. 1C1 ). The increase in drive to each RG population in the model mainly affects the inter-burst interval (i.e., the currently silent RG population). Because of the drive-induced increase in excitability, h NaP needs less time to reach the level at which the neuronal excitability overcomes the inhibition provided by the currently active (opposite) half-center. As a result phase switching occurs sooner and cycle period decreases. A decrease in T resulting from increased drive to both RG populations is illustrated in Fig. 1C1 . Conversely, increasing the strength of reciprocal inhibition between the RG half-centers (mediated by the inhibitory Inrg populations) increases T. This is because more time is required for h NaP to reach the level at which the neuronal excitability overcomes the increased inhibition (Fig. 1C2 ). Increasing the maximal conductance of NaP channels (g NaP ) in the RG neurons decreases T (Fig. 1C3 ) since the inactivation variable h NaP needs less time during the interburst interval to reach the threshold and produce phase switching. Finally, increasing the maximal time constant for h NaP increases T (Fig. 1C4 ) because h NaP needs more time to reach the level of I NaP activation during each inter-burst interval.
One important aspect for model evaluation is the ability to reproduce behaviors of the locomotor system observed in other experimental conditions. For this reason, we have used the model to simulate locomotor-like activity evoked without MLR stimulation by the application of monoamine neuromodulators or neuromodulators and to simulate rhythmic activity evoked by blocking spinal synaptic inhibition. We suggest that monoamine cause a net increase in neuron excitability. Such an increase could result, for example, from the 2 to 7 mV reduction in action potential threshold produced by both serotonin and noradrenaline in spinal cord in vitro preparations (Fedirchuk and Dai, 2004) or from a reduction of potassium leak conductance (e.g., Kjaerulff and Kiehn, 2001; Perrier et al., 2003) . To imitate a pharmacologically induced increase in excitability in the model, the average leakage reversal potential E L was depolarized in all RG neurons. Figure  2A shows that in the absence of MLR drive, a depolarization of E L by 6 mV evoked slow locomotor-like oscillations with alternating flexor and extensor activities and TE5 s. Although the lack of experimental data on neuromodulator mechanisms in the spinal cord precludes more detailed simulations, these oscillations in the model are qualitatively similar to the slower rhythms evoked by neuromodulators such as L-DOPA.
As described above, the inhibitory interneuron populations, Inrg-F and Inrg-E, are responsible for producing the strictly alternating activity between the half-centers. In our model these populations have a low-level background activity, which prevents rhythm generation at rest. This low-level activity is also present between the strong bursts of activity evoked from the corresponding RG populations (bottom traces in Figs. 1B and 2A). As shown experimentally, antagonists of glycinergic and GABAergic inhibition can produce rhythmic activity characterized by synchronized bursting in flexor and extensor motoneurons (e.g., Noga et al., 1993; Cowley and Schmidt, 1995; Kremer and Lev-Tov, 1998; Beato and Nistri, 1999) instead of an alternating, locomotor pattern. To simulate oscillations evoked by blocking inhibitory transmission, the weights of all inhibitory connections in the model were set to zero. Under these conditions, the model generated oscillations in RG-F and RG-E that were synchronized by the excitatory connections between the two halfcenters (see Fig. 2B ) and are qualitatively similar to the synchronized activity evoked experimentally by blocking synaptic inhibition. Without reciprocal inhibition, cycle period is determined mainly by the level of neuronal excitability and the kinetics of I NaP inactivation.
The finding that synchronized oscillations are evoked when synaptic inhibition is blocked in mammalian spinal cord preparations (Noga et al., 1993; Cowley and Schmidt, 1995; Kremer and Lev-Tov, 1998; Beato and Nistri, 1999) has led to the suggestion that the spinal locomotor network has endogenous rhythmogenic properties, which do not require inhibition (Kiehn, 2006; Rossignol et al., 2006 ). While we agree that a rhythm can be produced in the absence of network inhibition and our model can indeed produce such a rhythm, we do not accept that these oscillations represent the locomotor rhythm. Flexor and extensor bursts are strictly alternating during fictive locomotion, and this coupling is maintained as flexor and extensor phase durations are changed or interrupted by sensory stimulation. Alternating and strict coupling of flexor and extensor activities in a variety of preparations and throughout the entire range of locomotor speeds support the concept that reciprocal inhibition is essentially involved in at least the termination of flexor and extensor discharges and hence in locomotor-phase switching. For this reason, the locomotor pattern generated in our model is strongly dependent on the reciprocal inhibition between the RG half-centers (Fig. 1C2) . We believe that regardless of the intrinsic rhythmogenic properties of spinal neurons involved, reciprocal inhibitory interactions are critically important for locomotor rhythm and pattern generation.
Much more needs to be learned about how and which intrinsic cellular mechanisms underlie mammalian locomotion. The locomotor rhythm in our model is generated with an essential contribution from the slowly inactivating sodium current (I NaP ). Our hypothesis originates from the role of this current in rhythmogenesis in other mammalian systems including respiratory rhythm generation and the presence of this current in mammalian spinal cord. Without further experimental evidence, it may be premature to claim that the I NaP -dependent mechanism described in our model operates in the real spinal cord during locomotion. Mechanisms described in other preparations (see El Manira et al., 1994; Bu¨schges et al., 2000; Grillner et al., 2001; Butt et al., 2002; Grillner and Walle´n, 2002; Grillner, 2003) may also be important for rhythm generation. Our simulations do show, however, that I NaP -dependent cellular properties of RG neurons in combination with reciprocal inhibition between the RG half-centers can reproduce locomotor oscillations as well as rhythmic activities evoked by neuromodulators and disinhibition ( Fig. 2A and B ).
Structure and operation of the locomotor model
The architecture of the locomotor model shown in Fig. 3A was suggested from two independent lines of experimental evidence obtained during fictive locomotion in cats. One series of experimental studies concerned deletions of motoneuron activity that occur during fictive locomotion in the cat. Deletions are brief periods during locomotion in which the normal alternating activity of flexor and extensor motoneurons is briefly interrupted by a failure to activate a group of synergist motoneurons. Because deletions occur spontaneously without any experimental intervention and simultaneously affect multiple agonist motoneuron pools, it is likely that they result from spontaneous alterations in the excitability of some elements of the CPG and are not simply changes in the excitability of a few motoneurons. For example, the activity of all synergist motoneurons in the limb (e.g., flexors) can fail while activity in antagonist motoneurons (e.g., extensors) becomes tonic for a few step cycles (Lafreniere-Roula and McCrea, 2005) . Deletions can be full (i.e., no activity in all synergists) or partial (reduced activity in some synergist motoneuron pools and no activity in others) (Lafreniere-Roula and McCrea, 2005) . Examples of deletions are presented in Figs. 5A and B and will be discussed below. The key observation was that during many deletions, rhythmic motoneuron activity returned without phase shift following the deletion. It appeared that some internal structure could ''remember'' cycle period and the phase of locomotor oscillations when rhythmic motoneuron activity failed. A similar maintenance of cycle period has also been noted during studies of the effects of afferent stimulation on fictive locomotion Perreault et al., 1995; McCrea, 2001; Stecina et al., 2005) . In such cases, afferent stimulation delays or causes a premature phase switching within the ongoing step cycle without changing the timing of the following step cycles. Examples of such effects of sensory stimulation and of deletions in which cycle timing is maintained are presented below. In order to reproduce such timing maintenance, we proposed an extension of the classical half-center CPG organization. We suggested that the locomotor CPG has a two-level architecture containing a halfcenter RG performing a ''clock'' function, and an intermediate pattern formation (PF) network containing interacting interneuron populations that activate multiple synergist and antagonist motoneuron pools (Lafreniere-Roula and McCrea, 2005; Rybak et al., 2006a, b) . Conceptually, similar subdivisions of the mammalian CPG into separate networks for rhythm generation and motoneuron activation have been proposed previously (e.g., Koshland and Smith, 1989; Orsal et al., 1990; Kriellaars et al., 1994; Burke et al., 2001 ) but have not been formally modeled or considered in the context of non-resetting deletions and sensory stimulation (for discussion of a two-level CPG in the turtle see Lennard, 1985) . Figure 3A shows the schematic of our model of spinal circuitry with a two-level locomotor CPG (Rybak et al., 2006a, b) . In the proposed architecture, the RG defines the locomotor rhythm and durations of flexor and extensor phases. It also controls activity in the PF network, which is responsible for activation and inhibition of flexor and extensor motoneurons. Each interneuron or motoneuron population in the model consists of 20 neurons simulated in Hodgkin-Huxley style. Motoneurons are described as two-compartment models (modified from Booth et al., 1997) and interneurons are simulated using single compartment models (Rybak et al., 2006a) . The PF network contains excitatory interneuron populations projecting to motoneurons and to inhibitory 241 interneurons within the PF network. A more complete locomotor model would have multiple PF populations to allow differential control of groups of motoneurons including those activating bifunctional muscles. In the reduced version of the model considered here, the PF network contains only two excitatory neural populations, PF-E and PF-F. Each of these populations receives a weak excitatory input from the homonymous RG population, strong inhibition from the opposite RG population via a corresponding inhibitory population (Inrg-E or Inrg-F) and reciprocal inhibition from the opposite PF population via another inhibitory population (Inpf-F or Inpf-E, see Fig. 3A ). Locomotion is initiated in the model by external tonic excitation (from the ''MLR'') that is distributed to both the RG and PF populations (details in Rybak et al., 2006a) . Figure 3B shows examples of computer simulations of locomotor rhythm generation and flexorand extensor-motoneuron activities. Alternating busts of activity in the RG-E and RG-F populations (evoked by MLR drive) produce periodic, alternating activity of the PF-E and PF-F populations which leads to rhythmic excitation of extensor (Mn-E) and flexor (Mn-F) motoneurons (bottom traces Fig. 3B ). Variations in motoneuron excitability within each population (defined by the random distribution of leakage reversal potential and other neuronal parameters) result in variations in firing rates and recruitment for a given level of PF drive to the population. This is shown in Fig. 3C (middle panel) by the raster plot of the firing in the 20 member flexor motoneuron population obtained from another simulation.
During fictive locomotion and in the absence of sensory activation by muscle spindle afferents, inhibitory Ia interneuron populations are phasically active (e.g., see Feldman and Orlovsky, 1975; McCrea et al., 1980; Pratt and Jordan, 1987 ) and since they are directly connected to motoneurons (Jankowska, 1992) they must contribute to the rhythmic inhibition of motoneurons. Accordingly, in our model PF activity excites inhibitory Ia-E and Ia-F interneurons (Fig. 3B, 5th and 6th traces from the top). The bottom trace in Fig. 3C is the simulated membrane potential from one flexor motoneuron showing the rhythmic depolarization and hyperpolarization (via Ia interneurons during extension) relative to the resting membrane potential (horizontal dashed line). The synaptic connections between IaINs, Renshaw cells, and motoneurons depicted in Fig. 3A are in accord with the known organization of this network (references in Jankowska, 1992) . Thus during the active locomotor phase, motoneurons in the model receive both rhythmic excitation from the PF network and rhythmic inhibition from Renshaw cells (see RC-E and RC-F activities in Fig. 3B ). During the opposite phase, they receive inhibition from the antagonist Ia population. Although the rhythmic inhibition of motoneurons is an important part of our model, we do not consider Ia interneurons or Renshaw cells to be part of the CPG. This is because they are not involved in rhythm generation per se and because their connections to motoneurons are organized on a more limited ''local'' basis (Jankowska, 1992) . Thus the inhibition provided by sub-populations of these interneurons would sculpt the firing patterns of individual motoneuron pools during locomotion (Pratt and Jordan, 1987; Orlovsky et al., 1999) . Recent evidence suggests that other as yet unidentified interneurons may also contribute to the rhythmic inhibition of motoneurons during locomotion (Gosgnach et al., 2006) .
Control of cycle period and phase duration
Most of our simulations were carried out using fixed values for reciprocal inhibition, maximal conductance of NaP channels, and the maximal time constant for NaP channel inactivation (see Rybak et al., 2006a, b) . These ''standard'' values (dots on the respective curves in Fig. 1C2-C4 ) were chosen to produce a cycle period on the order of 1 s. With these parameters fixed, a wide range of locomotor-cycle periods could be produced by varying the MLR drives to the RG populations (Fig. 1C1) . Because of the symmetry of the two RG half-centers, equal MLR drive to both half-centers produced locomotor phases with equal durations. Unequal ''flexor'' and ''extensor'' phase durations could be produced by varying the drives to the RG-E and RG-F populations. Thus a stronger MLR drive to RG-E than to RG-F in Fig. 3B resulted in an extensor-phase dominated cycle, while increasing the MLR drive to the flexor circuitry in Fig. 3D produced a flexor phase-dominated rhythm with approximately the same locomotorcycle period. Because motoneuron excitation is produced in the two-level CPG by the PF network, the level of motoneuron activity is similar in Fig. 3B and D. Although not shown, with a twolevel CPG organization excitability changes at the PF level can strongly affect motoneuron activity 243 and recruitment without changing locomotorphase durations or step-cycle period.
In order to investigate the relative durations of the locomotor phases provided by the model, MLR drive was held constant in one RG population and progressively changed in the other. The thin lines in Fig. 4A1, A2 , and B show the durations of the two locomotor phases obtained from the model in such experiments. In Fig. 4A1 , reducing the drive to RG-E (d rge ) increased the duration of the flexion phase. Drive reduction had relatively little effect on the duration of the extension phase (i.e., the slope of the T E line was shallow) but substantially prolonged the cycle period. In Fig. 4A2 and B, reducing drive to RG-F significantly prolonged the extension (stance) phase with little effect on the flexor (swing) phase. In all three panels, decreasing excitation to one halfcenter had only a minor effect on the duration of activity in that half-center. Cycle period increased mainly because of the increased burst duration in the opposite RG population.
During both fictive and real locomotion, changes in cat step-cycle period often involve a disproportionate change in the duration of one of the phases. For example, during treadmill locomotion, faster cycle periods are made primarily at the expense of extensor phase duration (Fig. 4B , thick lines; data replotted from Halbertsma, 1983) . As discussed elsewhere (Yakovenko et al., 2005) , this asymmetry in phase duration modulation during real walking may result from the influence of particular proprioceptive feedback on the CPG. In the absence of rhythmic sensory feedback during fictive locomotion, some preparations show a similar change in extensor phase duration with cycle period (thick lines, Fig. 4A1 , data from Yakovenko et al., 2005) while other preparations show preferential changes in the flexor phase (Fig. 4A2) . We consider the fact that fictive locomotion can involve either a dominance of the flexor or extensor phase to be strong evidence for a CPG that is organized symmetrically with regard to its ability to control flexor-and extensor-phase durations Fig. 4 . Comparison of simulated locomotor-phase and step-cycle durations to experimental data. Thin lines in the three panels show the durations of simulated flexor and extensor phases plotted against the step-cycle period on the abscissa. These plots were created by holding the MLR drive to one side of the RG constant (RG-F in A1 and RG-E in A2 and B) and varying the drive to the other side of the RG. In A1, the flexor drive (d rgf ) was held constant at 0.52 (arbitrary units) and the extensor drive (d rge ) decreased from 0.52 to 0.32. The inverse of this procedure (i.e., holding d rge constant) produced the simulations curves in A2 and B. Note that an increase in d rge speeds up locomotion mainly by decreasing the duration of the opposite (flexor) phase, T F with little effect on T E . See text for explanation. The bold lines in the three panels are linear regressions of measurements of cycle phase duration for fictive locomotion in decerebrate cats (A1 and A2, data from Yakovenko et al., 2005) and for treadmill locomotion in intact cats (data from Halbertsma, 1983) . The fictive locomotion data is separated into measurements from experiments in which the flexion phase dominated the fictive locomotor pattern (A1), and from those in which extensor activity was longer (A2) (see Yakovenko et al., 2005) . Note the close correspondence between actual and modeled phase duration plots for both the duration of extensor (T E ) and flexor (T F ) nerve activity (A1 and A2) during fictive locomotion and for the durations of the stance (T st ) and swing phases (T sw ) during real locomotion. Adapted with permission from Rybak et al. (2006a) .
(discussed in Lafreniere-Roula and McCrea, 2005; Duysens et al., 2006) .
Insights into CPG organization from deletions of motoneuron activity during fictive locomotion
As mentioned, the stable alternation of flexor-and extensor-motoneuron activities during fictive locomotion can be briefly interrupted by periods in which motoneuron activity falls silent for a few step cycles and then reappears (e.g., Grillner and Zangger, 1979; Lafreniere-Roula and McCrea, 2005) . Such spontaneously occurring errors or ''deletions'' of motoneuron activity also occur during the scratch reflex in turtles (see Stein, 2005) and during treadmill locomotion in cats (e.g., Duysens, 1977) . When spontaneous deletions occur during MLR-evoked fictive locomotion or during fictive scratch, there is usually a failure of activity in multiple synergist motoneuron populations that is accompanied by tonic activity in multiple antagonist motoneuron populations (Lafreniere-Roula and McCrea, 2005) . The widespread effect of deletions on the activity of multiple-motoneuron pools is strong evidence that they are produced by failures in the operation of some common spinal circuitry such as the CPG, and not the result of local perturbations affecting only the excitability of particular motoneurons.
An important feature of deletions concerns the timing of the locomotor bursts following a deletion episode. In the classical half-center CPG organization, a single network is responsible both for rhythm generation and motoneuron excitation. Accordingly, one would expect that a spontaneous deletion of motoneuron activity would be accompanied by changes in the timing of the locomotor RG. Since deletion duration could be arbitrary, post-deletion step cycles would often be expected to re-appear with a phase shift relative to the predeletion rhythm, i.e., the post-deletion rhythm would be reset. While ''resetting'' deletions do occur during fictive locomotion, it is more common for the post-deletion rhythm to be re-established without phase shift of the pre-deletion locomotor rhythm (Lafreniere-Roula and McCrea, 2005) .
The frequent occurrence of ''non-resetting'' deletions suggests that some internal structure can maintain locomotor period timing during the deletion of motoneuron activity. Figure 5A and B, show examples of non-resetting deletions of flexor activity obtained during fictive locomotion. In Fig. 5A (from LafreniereRoula and McCrea, 2005) the failure of hip (Sart) and ankle (EDL) flexor motoneuron activation was accompanied by continuous activity of extensors operating at the hip (SmAB), knee (Quad), and ankle (Plant). The vertical dashed lines indicate intervals of the mean of the five-step cycle periods preceding the deletion. Note that flexor activity re-appeared at a multiple of this interval. In other words, the rhythm is re-established with a timing that would have been expected had the deletion not occurred. During some of the expected bursts there was also a weak modulation of the sustained extensor-motoneuron activity (marked by *). Figure 5B shows a bout of MLR-evoked fictive locomotion with recordings from ipsi-and contralateral flexor and extensor nerves. During this recording there was a typical non-resetting deletion of ipsilateral flexor activity. Two bursts in the ipsilateral TA trace are omitted and this is accompanied by sustained firing of ipsilateral extensors, AB and LGS. Note that at this particular stage of the experiment, the contralateral nerves were not active (see coTA and coMG traces). This example demonstrates that maintenance of the phase of locomotor oscillations during non-resetting deletions does not require (and cannot be explained by) rhythmic activity in the contralateral hind limb (further discussion in Lafreniere-Roula and McCrea, 2005) .
We suggest that deletions result from spontaneously occurring, temporary changes in the excitability of neurons in the RG or PF networks. First consider the effect of a relatively strong additional excitatory drive to one of the RG populations. An increase in excitability or an additional excitatory drive to one RG population can temporarily interrupt rhythm generation by producing sustained activity in this population and suppressing activity in the opposite RG half-center. Increased RG activity will also inhibit the opposite PF population, which then causes a deletion of the corresponding motoneuron activity. The rhythm will restart when the perturbation ends. However since the perturbation can end at an arbitrary time, the post-perturbation rhythm will likely be phase shifted (reset) with respect to the pre-deletion rhythm. Hence perturbations that change the excitability of the RG should generally produce the ''resetting'' type of deletion observed during fictive locomotion (Lafreniere-Roula and McCrea, 2005) .
In contrast to the effects of altering excitability at the RG level, a temporary change in excitability of one of the PF populations can produce a deletion in which the phase of the post-deletion rhythm is maintained. The simulation in Fig. 5C shows the effects of a temporary increase in drive to the PF-E population (see the top trace). This increased drive results in sustained activity in the PF-E population and inhibition of activity in the opposite, PF-F, population. At the motoneuron level (two bottom traces in Fig. 5C ), there is a deletion of flexor motoneuron activity with sustained activity of extensor motoneurons. An Another example of deletion of flexor activity in which there was no contralateral flexor and extensor activity (see coTA and coMG traces). The non-resetting deletion of ipsilateral flexor activity (iTA) was accompanied by sustained firing of ipsilateral extensors (iAB and iLGS). Vertical dashed lines show that the phase of the locomotor rhythm is maintained after the deletion despite the absence of contralateral locomotor activity. (C) Simulation of the deletion of flexor activity in A produced by a temporary 90% increase in excitatory drive to the PF-E population (top trace). This drive produced sustained PF-E population activity and consequently sustained activity in the Mn-E population. Inhibition of the PF-F population resulted in a deletion of flexor motoneuron activity. The vertical dashed lines show that the rhythm re-appeared without a phase shift in respect to the pre-deletion rhythm (see arrows at the bottom of each panel). Adapted with permission from Rybak et al. (2006a). important feature of this deletion is the lack of resetting of the post-deletion rhythm. Because RG operation is unchanged during the deletion, motoneuron activity re-appears without a phase shift. Note the weak rhythmic modulation of extensor motoneuron activity during the periods where flexor bursts ''should'' have occurred (vertical dashed lines) . This is similar to that observed in experimental records (see Fig. 5A ). In the model, the weak modulation of sustained motoneuron activity is the result of continued rhythmic activity at the RG level. In the example shown, RG-F inhibition produces a periodic modulation of PF-E activity that is reflected at the motoneuron level. Simulations of other types of deletions using the model are described in Rybak et al. (2006a) . These modeling studies show that the proposed two-level CPG architecture can readily account for both the resetting and non-resetting types of deletions observed during fictive locomotion in the cat.
Afferent control of the CPG at the PF and RG levels
Although the spinal CPG can operate in the absence of sensory feedback (e.g., during fictive locomotion) afferent activity plays a critical role in adjusting the locomotor pattern to the motor task, environment, and biomechanical characteristics of the limbs and body (Pearson, 2004; Rossignol et al., 2006) . To illustrate the effects of afferent stimulation on motoneuron activity during locomotion in the context of the two-level CPG organization considered here, we will consider the effects of activation of the extensor group I (Ia muscle spindle and Ib tendon organ) afferents. Modeling the effects of stimulation of other afferents (i.e., flexor and cutaneous) can be found in Rybak et al. (2006b) .
A large body of experimental evidence shows that proprioceptive feedback from extensor group I afferents, and particularly those from ankle muscle nerves, results in a strong excitation of extensor motoneurons that contributes to a substantial portion of stance-phase extensor activity in cats during treadmill locomotion (see Donelan and Pearson, 2004; Rossignol et al., 2006) , and in man (Sinkjaer et al., 2000) . In reduced preparations, activity in extensor group I afferents can also control the transition from stance to swing, regulate the duration of the stance phase, and entrain the step-cycle period (see Guertin et al., 1995; Pearson, 2004; Rossignol et al., 2006) . Figure 6 shows the schematic of the extended model used to simulate control of locomotor pattern by group I extensor afferents. During locomotion, extensor group I afferents can access the spinal circuitry at several levels. The model includes monosynaptic excitation of homonymous motoneurons and disynaptic inhibition of antagonists by group Ia afferents. The weight of Ia monosynaptic excitation has been made low to reflect the presynaptic inhibition of these afferents during locomotion (Gosgnach et al., 2000; McCrea, 2001) . The model also includes the locomotordependent disynaptic excitation of motoneurons (see Angel et al., 2005) that is mediated by the excitatory population Iab-E. During extension (i.e., when PF-E and Inpf-F are active), the Inpf-F population inhibits In-E thereby removing the In-E inhibition of Iab-E. This disinhibition permits a phase-dependent disynaptic excitation of extensors by group I extensor afferents (Schomburg and Behrends, 1978; McCrea et al., 1995; Angel et al., 1996 Angel et al., , 2005 . In addition, excitation of the Iab-E population from the PF-E population creates rhythmic extensor-phase activity in Iab-E interneurons in the absence of sensory stimulation that is in accord with that found experimentally (Angel et al., 2005) . Thus these Iab-E interneurons also provide a portion of the excitation of extensor motoneurons during locomotion. Nonetheless, we do not consider the Iab-E population to be an integral part of the CPG. This is because they do not participate in rhythm generation and in some locomotor preparations, their excitability is low and group I disynaptic excitation motoneurons cannot be evoked (e.g., low spinal cats, McCrea et al., 1995) . A more complete discussion of how group I disynaptic excitation emerges during locomotion and replaces the inhibitory effects evoked at rest is presented elsewhere (Rybak et al., 2006b) .
Additional interneuron populations have been added to the model to mediate the effects of extensor group I afferents on the CPG during locomotion (references in McCrea, 2001; Pearson, 2004; Rossignol et al., 2006) . In the framework of the two-level CPG, we have hypothesized that there are separate pathways for extensor group I excitation through the RG and the PF levels of the CPG via the hypothetical Irg-E and Ipf-E populations, respectively (Fig. 6) . According to the suggestion explored here, the synaptic weight of group I input to the PF-E population (controlling extensor activity at the PF level) is stronger than that to RG-E (the extensor halfcenter of the RG). Figure 7A1 and A2 shows two examples of simulations of the effects of a short duration stimulus to extensor group I afferents during the extension phase of locomotion, i.e., when both the RG-E and PF-E populations are active. With the moderate intensity stimulation in Fig. 7A1 , there was only a small effect on RG population activity. Hence this afferent stimulation did not change the locomotor rhythm generated by the RG (see the second and third traces in Fig. 7A1 ). The stimulation did, however, enhance and prolong PF-E population activity, which in turn enhanced and prolonged the activity of extensor motoneurons (Fig. 7A1, bottom trace) . The prolongation in PF-E activity delayed the switching to the flexion phase at the PF-F level (see fourth and fifth traces in Fig. 7A1 ). However, because the RG was not affected, the subsequent flexion phase was shortened and the duration of the ongoing step cycle remained constant. This is consistent with the experimental data shown in Fig. 7B1 where plantaris The effects of stimulation of extensor group I afferents during MLRevoked fictive locomotion. In panel B1, stimulation of plantaris (Plant) group I afferents during extension increased the size and duration of extensor motoneuron activity (MG) and shortened the duration of the following flexor phase as seen in the sartorius (Sart) ENG. Note that in both A1 and B1, the duration of each flexion phase following the prolonged extension phase was shortened so that the locomotor periods did not change. The locomotor rhythm was not reset (see equal length arrows at the bottom). In panel B2, hip extensor (Sm) muscle afferents were electrically stimulated during extension. In contrast to A1 and B1, in both A2 and B2 the flexion phase that follows the stimulus-evoked extension phase prolongation was not shortened and the step cycle period increased with each stimulus delivery (see arrows at the bottom). Adapted with permission from Rybak et al. (2006b). nerve stimulation enhanced and prolonged extensor motoneuron activity (hip: AB, knee: Quad, and ankle: MG). As in our simulation, there was a corresponding shortening of the subsequent flexor phase such that the ongoing step-cycle period remained unchanged (see arrows at the bottom of Fig. 7B1 ).
In Fig. 7A2 the intensity of stimulation is three times stronger than that in Fig. 7A1 . Unlike the weaker stimulation, this stimulation also increased RG-E activity, which in turn delayed the transition to flexion (see second and third traces in Fig. 7A2 ). The net effect was an increase and prolongation of extensor motoneuron firing (see the bottom trace in Fig. 7A2 ). There was, however, no compensatory change in the duration of the subsequent flexor phase. Consequently, each stimulus prolonged the duration of the ongoing locomotor cycle and hence produced a phase shift of the poststimulation rhythm. An experimental example of a group I extensor stimulation-evoked enhancement and prolongation of extensor motoneuron activity in which the ongoing step-cycle period was increased is shown in Fig. 7B2 . In this example, each stimulus applied to group I extensor afferents (Sm, a hip extensor) enhanced and prolonged extensor (MG) bursts. The following flexor phase had an unchanged duration and hence the locomotor rhythm was shifted in time (see arrows at the bottom of the figure) .
Based on the results of these simulations, we conclude that stimulation of group I extensor afferents during extension may prolong and enhance activity during the current extension phase, with or without changing the duration of ongoing locomotor cycle and the phase of post-stimulation rhythm. The exact effect in the model depends on how strongly the applied stimulation influences the RG. With separate access of proprioceptive feedback to the RG and the PF networks, the contribution of extensor group I afferents to weight support and the control of stance-swing transitions may be accomplished via separate pathways within the CPG. Specifically we hypothesize that enhanced weight support (i.e., level of extensor motoneuron activity) during stance can be provided by the PF network, while actions on the extensor portion of the RG can control the timing of stance to swing transitions.
Conclusions
Development of the present CPG model began with observations obtained during fictive locomotion in the cat showing that cycle phase could be maintained during deletions and during sensory stimulation. This phase maintenance necessitated consideration of a two-level CPG in which the tasks of rhythm generation and motoneuron activation were separate since such phase maintenance is not easily accommodated within the classical half-center CPG concept. The RG structure and the parameters of RG neurons were selected to be able to reproduce the range of locomotor-cycle periods and phase durations observed during fictive and treadmill locomotion. Modeling shows that this two-level CPG architecture consisting of a half-center RG and a PF network can replicate and explain the existence of resetting and nonresetting deletions. The same model can also realistically reproduce the actions of reflex circuits during locomotion and provide explanations for the effects of afferent stimulation on CPG observed experimentally. We believe that analysis of ''mistakes'' and sensory perturbations of CPG operation in the fictive locomotion preparation has provided a unique insight into the structure of the CPG operating during real locomotion.
Finally, we must stress that the present model is a work in progress. As more experimental data becomes available, the model will need to be modified to reproduce CPG activity observed under other conditions. Extensions to the model will include incorporating more than two motoneuron pools and adding more sources of sensory and descending control to the CPG.
We also hope that the model may assist in the development of criteria for the functional identification of spinal interneuron classes involved in locomotor pattern and rhythm generation. For example, based on the model, we suggest that excitatory RG neurons should have the following features. These neurons should (i) receive excitation from the MLR region, (ii) demonstrate rhythmic activity during fictive locomotion that persists during non-resetting deletions, and (iii) not be monosynaptically coupled to motoneurons. In contrast, the neurons comprising the PF network should (i) demonstrate rhythmic activity during fictive locomotion that fails during non-resetting deletions and (ii) produce monosynaptic EPSPs in synergist motoneurons. Even a partial experimental identification of some of the classes of CPG neurons postulated in the model would provide opportunities to directly examine the intrinsic cellular properties underlying rhythm generation in the adult mammalian spinal cord.
